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‘Achievement should mean it was hard 
work, challenging, out of one’s comfort 
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So inevitably, thinking is hard work, a kind of labour. 
It is not something that simply flows naturally from inside 
oneself. Thus the complexities about doing intellectual 
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work is that, of course, to be any sort of intellectual is to 
attempt to raise one’s self-reflexiveness to the highest 

























An important issue for action research is the way power 
is conceptualised, since power is an integral part of the 
interactions in any group or organisation and an active 

















































































































































































A particular aim is to develop a critical and theoretical 
informed approach to qualitative research methods which 
bring together ideas and thinking from a range of different 
fields, particularly post-structuralist, feminist, critical 






























































































…as with almost everything to do with race inequality, 
nothing is straightforward: depending on their 
approach, two different commentators may describe 


















Achievement should mean it was hard work, challenging, 







My dad has achieved but not in an academic way; he 
has done well in business and has been a great dad.































The challenge of a radical multicultural curriculum 
is immense. It fundamentally questions the praxis 
of education. The conventional focus on content 





















































































































of the student cohort intake, the (RAS) interviews 
established very convincingly the central importance and 
necessity to provide more readily available precedents 







Racism: How might 




Could institutional racism occur?
According	to	Macpherson,	institutional	racism	can	be	
defined	as:	
The collective failure of an organisation to provide an 
appropriate and professional service to people because 



































Higher education institutions state a commitment to 
equality and diversity through their adherence to equality 
policies. However, there is limited evidence to assess the 






































































For many there does not seem to be an easy, 
straightforward way in which to be Black and middle 
class: histories and cultural identity, the classed British 
context and racism all intervene to complicate, disrupt 
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